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PRAN’s Announcements
This month, we bring you information on the IEC
materials that we have produced on Nepal’s
budgetary process for a better outreach at the local
level.
We also present you the most recent publication
from one of our partner organizations, PRAD
Nepal. The simplified booklet on the Auditing
system of Nepal would be most useful for civil
society organizations working in PFM.

Improving Public Service Delivery in Humla and Dolpa
One of PRAN’s sub- grantees – Himalayan Conservation and Development Association (HCDA) helped reform VDCs in Humla
and Dolpa by involving its people in budgetary participation.
By involving the Government counterparts such as the LGCDP district facilitator,
ward level facilitator and different user group members in discussions with the
local communities, HCDA helped citizens voice out their concerns to the VDCs.
It led citizens to form themselves into Citizens Watch Groups to make sure that
the VDC would not backslide on its commitments and to keep up the pressure for
reform.
HCDA did this by bringing women and marginalized people into the process of
planning and monitoring of VDC affairs in 20 VDCs of Jumla and Dolpa districts
in mid-western Nepal. They held meetings between the citizens and the VDC
authorities to explain the importance of these issues. This was followed by
trainings and orientations to citizens on local development planning,
implementation and oversight processes together with VDC secretaries and its staff.
The CSO tracked the municipal annual budget, analysed it and informed the citizens of its contents. They also broadcast this
information on the community radio which helped develop an informed citizenry who were able to put pressure on the VDCs particularly on the VDC secretaries (who were often out of office). Although citizens were apprehensive about challenging the
behaviour of the secretaries, once they were educated about the situation, they were confident to go on the radio and explain their
actions, which had a big influence.
Jubree Sunar of Ward No. 1 Humla said: “I will assess the local bodies’ program and expenditure on behalf of all women and will
surely report any malpractices found in the office.”

(From the case study of HCDA, 2012)

IEC Materials on Social Accountability
PRAN, together with Institute for Governance and Development (IGD) has developed ready to use flip charts on
Local Budgeting; and Pro- poor and Gender Budgeting.
The flip charts, as part of our Information Education and
Communication (IEC) materials have been developed with a view to
educate people about the importance of budget at the local level.
The charts are filled with easy to understand illustrations so that the
information is comprehensible for those at the community level of rural
Nepal.
In order to help those moderating the outreach plan, the flipcharts come
with manuals with detailed information about budgetary issues and also
with guidelines on how to use the charts to its full potential.
These flipcharts are most useful for NGOs, Government counterparts,
academics working with the community to help them understand about
Nepal’s budget.

If you would like to receive electronic versions of these flip charts and
manuals, please feel free to email us with the request.

Publications
Simplified Booklet on Nepal’s Auditing System and Practices
Keeping in view of the role that civil society can play in
improving Nepal’s audit report, the Office of the Auditor
General (OAG) has initiated involvement of civil society in
auditing.
The civil society
organisations (CSOs) have
been providing key
information and are
making people aware of
the audit findings thereby
improving transparency
and accountability leading
to better Public Finance
Management (PFM).
As an important step
towards this involvement,
Policy Research and
Development Nepal
(PRAD Nepal) with
support from PRAN, has prepared a booklet: Audit System,
Process and Practices in Nepal.
The main purpose of this booklet is to inform Civil Society on
Nepal’s audit process for a meaningful partnership.

Though the subject of the booklet is quite technical
for those not involved in the auditing process, it is
written in Nepali with simple sentence structure so
that anyone interested would be able to understand
the otherwise complex matter.
The booklet highlights the role of The Office of the
Auditor General (OAG) - a supreme audit body
mandated by the constitution, different types of
audit it carries annually, its coverage and processes
adopted in auditing and the institutions responsible
to take action on its findings. It also defines what
arrears in auditing means, how they occur and the
ways to contain them.

You can access the electronic copy of the book here .
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